Addendum No. 2

Dear Vendor,

The original IFB remains in effect except as revised by the following changes, which shall take precedence over anything to the contrary in the specifications. Except as amended by this Addendum, all terms and conditions of the IFB remain unchanged.

Please Note: The format for this addendum will detail questions asked, answers given and clarifications and statements made. Q = Question, A = Answer, C = Clarification and S = Statement.

Q1: I am interested in learning the type of piling material detailed on the two (2) bridges in Clay County that bid 3/26.
A1: On both the 148th St and 188th St projects we have H Pile 12x53. The plans also call for using ASTM A709 Grade 50 Steel. You can find that information on Plan sheet #25 in the General Notes & Summary of Quantities sheet.

Q2: Will a plan holders list be made available to subs?
A2: No.

S1: If bids were not previously mailed, they shall be hand delivered to the Highway Department between the hours of 11:30:00 AM and 1:59:59 PM.
S2: In light of the current COVID-19 Pandemic, the Public Opening will be conducted via teleconference on March 26, 2020 at 3:00 PM (CST).
Dial in using your phone: (312) 757-3121
Access Code: 864-716-645

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT
Each bidder shall acknowledge receipt of this Addendum No. 2 of IFB 19-20, Bridge Replacement on NE 148th Street over Carroll Creek. Bro-B024 (27) Bridge Demolition, Bridge Reconstruction and Road Grading by their signature affixed hereto, and shall attach this Addendum to the original IFB.
CERTIFICATION BY BIDDER

SIGNATURE ____________________________

TITLE ________________________________

COMPANY ____________________________

DATE ________________________________

Cordially,

Clay County Purchasing Department